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Abstract. This paper covers the design and construction of a system to provide support 

to decrease false assumptions in the detection of breast cancer. The main purpose of this work 
was to avoid the false assumptions in the detection process with cost effective manner. A 
model of decrease in false assumptions in breast cancer detection system was proposed with 
three modules: the first was pre-processing the mammogram image which was from removing 
the irrelevant parts, the second was formation of homogeneous blocks and that have done 
segmentation of the image and the third module was colour quantization that helped to break 
the colours among different regions. Our proposed system reduces the false assumptions 
during the detection of breast cancer. 

Keywords: false negative, breast cancer, pre-processing, segmentation, feature 
extraction, mammograms, colour quantization. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 
1.1 Background  

 
 
Malignancy was a peculiar improvement of cells. It prompts damage of cells in the 

body and structures protuberances (masses) called tumour. These tumours can create and 
impact exchange organs. There were more than 100 sorts of tumour among them chest danger 
being the most broadly perceived affliction in women. Breast cancer was tumour which 
happens in the breast. Breast cancer makes in covering of milk funnels in chest called lobules. 
Lobules support in supplying of milk. Late study communicates that every one in nine women 
was affecting from breast cancer in her lifetime. For the most part it will happen in women of 
age above 50. In any case, now and again more energetic women were furthermore impacted. 
Breast cancer may be found in men and it will be exceptional.  

For recognizing the breast cancer there were a some screening systems, for instance, 
mammography, clinical and self-chest exams, innate screening, ultrasound, and appealing 
resonator imaging. Mammography was one of the best strategy for early disclosure of tumour. 
Mammography was a method that uses the low cooperativeness x-bars to examine the inside 
structure of the chest. These x-bar pictures were called mammograms, they will assist in the 
further screening process. It was a framework which will assist in early ID of danger with no 
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symptoms. On an ordinary it can recognize 80-90% of chest tumour in women with no 
reactions, so radiologists’ needs to observe carefully for the ID of bizarre masses.  

Images changes over a 3D picture into 2D image and such with breast, there may be 
chances to convey overpowering noise in it. Mammogram pictures were not sufficient for the 
screening of development in light of the fact that each women has different movement. If 
radiologists found any spot suspicious they will endorse for the surgery or further illustrative 
technique. This will incite false-positive results which suggests radiologists pick that illness 
was accessible paying little respect to the likelihood that it was not there. These results were 
to a great degree customary in more young women with a gathering of chest development, 
women who have had past chest biopsies, women who were taking estrange. So additional 
testing for the determination of malady was extravagant, dreary and it will in like manner be 
drawback to the person. Over treatment can realize more repulsive impacts on account of 
sickness treatment.  

False negative results implies typical result to the contaminated patient, these were 
additionally conceivable in this screening procedure while utilizing mammography. It by and 
large happens because of breast thickness. Breast contains both thick tissue (fibre granular 
tissue) and greasy tissue. Greasy tissue shows up as dim in mammogram though fibre 
granular tissue shows up as white territories. Thickness of tumour and fibre granular tissue 
will show up as same so it was hard to distinguish. These outcomes were by and large seen in 
more youthful ladies on the grounds that the vast majority of the more youthful ladies breasts 
were denser. At the point when age of the ladies builds it will got to be greasy.  

Advanced mammography has more preferences than traditional mammography, both 
use x0-ray movies to break down pictures. Advanced mammography utilizes computerized 
receptors and PCs of x-rays to examine the inward structure of the breast. In this way, these 
pictures can be delivered effortlessly and ready to change 158plendor, dimness or complexity 
of the pictures. It sees the complete inner structure and these pictures can be put away 
electronically and ready to do changes. 

 
 

1.2 Problem Definition  
 
 

At the point when conclusion of the breast cancer was done physically, some expert 
needs to translate the outcome, though by using picture preparing system, it gives the outcome 
consequently and precisely. Once in a while notwithstanding for little variation from the norm 
framework was consider as tumour and consider as cancer. In this anticipate the issue 
manages the improvement of picture quality to recognizing the strange masses accurately.  

 
 

1.3 Motivation  
 

Breast Cancer has turned into a most regular illness on the planet nowadays. Indeed, 
even there were numerous strategies for early identification of cancer, radiologists make false 
recoveries by considering as tumour. This will prompts surgeries and other wellbeing’s 
entanglement for the patient despite the fact that the cancer was not there. Consequently, we 
need to construct the framework to lessen the false recoveries [1-3].  
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1.4 Existing System  
 
 

Mammography was the most ideal approach to distinguish the cancer at the early 
stages. Computerized mammography assist to break down a patient’s specimen electronically 
in this manner giving better results contrasted with physical examination of patient’s 
examples. At present there were numerous PC helped frameworks that distinguish breast 
cancer however the expense of usage was high. Along these lines, we need to execute a 
framework that will identify breast cancer effortlessly.  

 
 

1.5 Proposed System 
 
 

 In this paper dataset has taken from the MIAS database and extract the breast range 
with in the mammogram. Morphological processing was best technique for expansion the 
difference in the picture, so we get a kick out of the chance to utilize that strategy to expand 
the breast quality. For the division, we jump at the chance to actualize development of 
homogeneous pieces by utilizing this strategy the irregularity will effectively distinguished. 
Further, colour measurement use to separate the masses by utilizing distinctive hues. Target of 
our paper was to manufacture a framework that decreases the false suspicions in the discovery 
phases of cancer.  

 
 

1.6 Organization of the Paper 
 
 

The association of this paper is as per the following. In Section 2, portrays in writing 
literature survey of the topic. Section 3 is about framework design of proposed framework. 
Execution is examined in section 4. Section 5 gives the experimental assessment. Section 6 is 
having result analysis part. At last, conclusion is in Section 7. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
 
 
2.1 Literature Review 
 

Breast cancer was one of the regular cancer which we were watching cancer among in 
creating nations, in the urban India it possesses 25-33% of every single other cancer, 1 in 8 
ladies has reported because of breast cancer [4-6]. Mammography was a method to utilize and 
analyse the cancer in the preparatory level. Part of mammogram pictures need to break down 
for the location of cancer and it would be finished by couple of radiologists, So utilizing of 
PCs for the examination of mammograms was the best strategy for the screening [7]. For this 
computerized mammography was one of the system which was utilized for the screening of 
calculations.  

Microwave imaging was likewise utilized for the recognition of cancer, Images has 
taken when patient breast was inundated in a fluid and these fluid has comparative properties 
to breast tissue and a progression of receiving wires was set in a fluid and situated around the 
breast. For social affair the information one reception apparatus transmits the ultra-band 
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heartbeat and it will returns bank advertisement it will recorded by the same receiving wire. 
The estimations were then used to reproduce the material properties of the item. So it will 
examine the encompassed zone of the breast and it won't ready to accumulate the upper part 
[8]. While contrast with microwave imaging mammography was best in light of the fact that 
the procedure of social event picture was excessively troublesome while look at, making it 
impossible to mammography. 3D dimensional brute imaging was likewise a strategy to 
identify the cancer [9]. The exactness of 3D mammography has not been contrasted and that 
of 2D mammography in randomized studies. Subsequently, scientists don't know whether 3D 
mammography was preferred or more terrible over standard mammography at keeping away 
from false-positive results and distinguishing early cancers.  

Every last mammogram picture can comprise of part of undesirable ranges and those 
zone were a bit much for the screening of cancer, so those territories ought to be evacuated 
before ID process. Beginning extraction and Gradient conformity for GVF-Snake were the 
two techniques for the extraction of region of interest. Starting extraction stage was a three 
stage process, binary conversion, morphological preparing and extract breast limit. Binary 
conversion will gets the harsh limit of the breast, in morphological preparing organizing of 
the component with range 2 pixels, in the third step change over the pixel into the dim level 
aside from the breast locale. In the Gradient alteration for GVF-Snake stage will distinguish 
the accurate limit of the breast [10]. The above procedure needs to separate the breast range 
alongside pictorial muscle, which was not required. So it was should be expelled.  

By the wavelet footprints can capable pressure and the improvement of mammogram 
picture [11]. These were diverse systems for pre-processing and the and these outcomes were 
dissected by peak signal to noise ratio and those 9 phases were contrast extending (to expand 
the dynamic scope of dark levels in the picture being prepared), power-law transformation 
(power law change can likewise be utilized for enhancing the dynamic extent), Histogram 
processing (provides huge data about the image), unsharp masking (enhances high recurrence 
parts like edges in the picture and lessen low recurrence data), morphological processing (to 
enhance the complexity of mammograms, two operations, the top-cap change and base cap 
change were connected consecutively), median filtering (decrease clamor present in the 
image), anisotropic diffusion filtering (evacuate commotion without influencing alternate 
elements present in it), bilateral enhancement (bilateral channels were effortlessly versatile 
channels that give dependable smoothing to pictures), homomorphic filtering [6]. These 
strategies will improve the nature of the picture will recognizes effectively. Morphological 
processing was the best strategy among them.  

Binary homogeneity improvement calculation and edge location Algorithm were 
additionally useful for the identification of breast limit. Binary homogeneity upgrade 
calculation will regard a mammogram picture as a variety of pixel information. Centre 
component of the exhibit was recognized and after that the left side and right half of the 
cluster values which were more noteworthy than then the greatest edge worth were subtracted 
by most extreme edge esteem. The same procedure was rehashed through and through of the 
picture and took after by 16 distinctive shading quantization and this picture was exchange to 
edge recognition strategy. In this strategy filtering of pixels picture on a level plane and think 
about the estimations of the left most pixel and right most pixel and the same procedure was 
proceeded for the in handled picture vertically and later breast limit extraction will be 
analysed [4-5].  

Pectoral Muscle was not required for the screening of cancer, so it was additionally 
undesirable region it ought to be evacuated before further process. When all was said in done 
pectoral muscle was arranged toward the side of the picture and having high force. It can be 
evacuated by utilizing straight rundown estimation taking into account the area of interest. 
This will be finished by extricating the outskirt of the picture. Since, pectoral muscle was 
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arranged in the corner so the line was linked the two corners and gauge the straight line, in the 
event that it was substantial it will experience further process generally a different line was 
assessed with in the region of interest. In the event that locale of interest therapist to littler the 
division procedure will stops. After the distinguishing proof of accurate line then iterative 
precipice identification will identifies the definite outskirt of the picture [7]. This strategy was 
satisfactory for further screening prepare however accepting the straight line was the 
troublesome procedure in some pictures.  

After the extraction of the area of interest need to continue for the distinguishing proof 
of the unusual masses which were available in the breast. So there were distinctive strategies 
for the distinguishing proof of those masses and every technique has diverse effectiveness. 
There was a procedure for measuring line-strength and orientation. For this they proposed 
four techniques (line operator, orientated bins, Gaussian derivatives and ridge detector) and 
every strategy benefit gives an assessment at every pixel of both line-quality and introduction. 
This techniques used to distinguish either dull or brilliant direct structures in a mammogram 
[12]. Region partitioning, automated seed selection, mass detection and feature extraction 
ventures for recognizable proof of these masses developing in the breast. Region dividing was 
to apply the diverse edge qualities to each parceled locale, extricated breast region was 
distinguished and later for seed choice in that was one point permits to develop the area of 
interest those region if different focuses were chosen region will develop more in the locale 
developing. Later on extraction worldwide and nearby components will be extricated. In the 
arrangement utilizes case based thinking which coordinates in one framework with various 
qualities like machine learning abilities and critical thinking capacities. So they significantly 
clarifies about the area developing in the locale of interest and find the masses [13]. So for 
this situation there is opportunity to build a size which has denser tissues in the breast. There 
was chance for distinguish those denser tissues as anomalous masses. Relevance candy 
machine was additionally one technique for the recognition of smaller scale calcifications in 
the breast and it depends on Bayesian estimation hypothesis and the procedure was to 
recognize the every pixel area in the picture and concentrate an info vector to remove the 
encompassing picture future and apply the RVM classifier to choose whether the miniaturized 
scale calcifications were available or not [14]. Along with RVM, kernel fisher discriminant 
and support vector machine. It can ready to recognize the small scale calcifications, yet it 
won't ready to distinguish the tumours (expansive size). Alongside RVM, kernel fisher 
discriminant and support vector machine will distinguishes the small scale calcifications all 
the more precisely [15].  

Distinguishing proof of curvilinear elements, texture highlights, Gabor components 
and multi-determination elements will recognizes discover the tumour in the picture. 
Curvilinear components benefit for line identification and texture data is portrayed by the 
spatial course of action of the pixel intensities. Gabor highlights utilized for surface 
investigation and multi-determination elements were gotten from a nonlinear wavelet decay 
[16]. Design coordinating is a calculation utilized a relationship coefficient to decide the 
suspicious area. Relationship coefficient has ascertained utilizing format mass locale and 
breast area in a picture. At the point when the most extreme connection quality is gotten, that 
relating area is isolated and classifier to figure out if it is unusual mass or a typical tissue [17].  

 
 

2.2 Block Diagram  
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User takes mammogram image [1] as input for the analysis of the mammogram image 
to the pre-processing stage. In that stage unwanted parts in the mammogram image is 
removed and sends to the next step. 

 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram. 

 
In the next step the image is divided into different blocks and benefit to enhance the 

region of the abnormal masses and produces output. Output from the formation of 
homogeneous blocks is taken as input in colour quantization step and it will divide the regions 
according to the behaviour of the pixels and gives different colour to each region (Figure 1).  

 
 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
 
 
3.1 Architecture Diagram 
 
 

The proposed system (Fig.2) was having three modules as pre-processing phase, 
formation of homogeneous blocks and colour quantization phase.  

 

 
Figure 2. Design to improve breast cancer detection by decreasing false negative assumption 

 
 
 
 

MIAS Dataset

Mammogram Image

Preprocessing: Breast area extraction, Increasing contrast, Image after enhancement

Homogeneous block formation: 2X2, 4X4, 8X8 

Image Quantization
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3.2 Pre-processing 
 
 

Mammogram pictures, which were taken from the MIAS Database, were hard to 
decipher, in this way, the picture was changed over into the open structure. This progression 
includes evacuate of undesirable parts which introduce foundation of the mammogram. The 
fundamental goal of this progression was to enhance the picture quality by evacuating the 
undesirable ranges.  

 
 

3.2 Formation of Homogeneous Blocks 
 
 

For the examination of the mammogram picture, we had to change over those picture 
into the little squares. We were separating the picture into 2x2 squares to diminish the 
unpredictability of the calculation, so there were four allotments present in every piece. 
Distinguish the quantity of events of every pixel esteem in the piece and locate the greatest 
happened pixel and afterward change over the remaining pixel to that esteem. So, we rehash 
the same procedure to create mammogram picture of 4x4 and 8x8 homogeneous pieces. At 
first, it was hard to make 8x8 homogeneous pieces, so it would lessens the unpredictability.  

 
 

3.3 Colour Quantization 
 
 

This method was by arranging the mammogram by utilizing distinctive hues relying 
on its qualities. On applying this strategy on homogeneous mammogram picture then it was 
unmistakably portioned into various shading districts and every locale speaking to particular 
part and properties.  

 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION  
 
 
4.1 Pre-processing of Mammogram Image 
 
 

The implementation part was of twofold pre-processing procedures (Fig.3). The 
primary strategy was selecting an arbitrary image from the MIAS database and select the 
region which is required for the further handling. In the second method when the image chose 
from the database, the initial step includes the expulsion of names in the picture and in the 
second step, we will distinguish the pectoral muscle and expel that partition in the 
mammogram picture. Figure 4 show detailed steps of pre-processing algorithm.  
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Fig. 3. Diagrammatic representation of pre-processing algorithm  

 
Figure 4. Detailed steps of pre-processing algorithm 

 
4.2 Formation of Homogeneous Blocks 
 

In this module the mammogram image is segmented into little squares. Along these 
lines, 1024x1024 pixel mammogram image will be declined into 8x8 pixel pieces. At first to 
8x8 pixel homogeneous pieces was troublesome, so it was changed over into 2x2 pixel hinder 
after it changed over into 4x4 pixel square further it has worsened into 8x8 pixel piece. To 
change over 2x2 pixel hinder as homogeneous there were sure conditions.  

MIAS 
DATABASE

• Select an 
Image

Select required region 

•Convert remaining pixel values to zero except required region

•Use Median filter to remove noise 

Pre‐
processed 
image
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In the 2x2 pixel piece 3 pixel qualities were same then change over the fourth pixel 
into the staying three pixel esteem. In the square if two qualities were same and the staying 
two qualities were additionally same then in those two values then which pixel values has 
most extreme power then change over the remaining qualities to that esteem. On the off 
chance that staying two qualities were distinctive then change over the remaining pixel 
hinders with the greatest happened pixel esteem. In the event that all the qualities in the piece 
were distinctive then locate the most extreme pixel esteem in the square and change over the 
remaining qualities to that esteem.  
 
 

- Diagrammatic Representation of Formation of Homogeneous Blocks Algorithm 
(Fig.5).  

 

 
Figure 5. Detailed Steps of Formation of Homogeneous Blocks Algorithm  
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4.3 Colour Quantization 
 

This strategy breaks the colour space of the mammogram image into eight equivalent 
size areas. Along these lines, we utilized mat2gray capacity that changes over the dark image 
values in the middle of the reach 0-1. That esteem was increased with the required number of 
dim levels and later it was changed over into whole number. Along these lines, the qualities 
were 0 to required number of dim levels. From this a dark image was quantized then it ought 
to load with various hues. We utilized shading map with 64 hues. Like there were a few 
diverse shading maps. To deliver 3 dimensional image get the r, g, b values and create an 
image (Fig. 6).  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Steps of Colour Quantization algorithm. 

 
4.4 Stepwise Implementation with Screenshots  
 

- Click Select to load the mammogram image into the application (Fig. 7).  
 

 
Figure 7. Label removal I. 

 
- After the selection of the image application with display the image with label removal 

and click next (Fig. 8).  
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Figure 8. Label Removal II. 

 
- To remove the pectoral muscle clicks the button (Fig. 9).  

 

 
Figure 9. Pectoral Removal I . 

 
- Displays the images with pectoral muscle and after the image of its removal and click 

next (Fig. 10). 
 

 
Figure 10. Pectoral Removal II. 

 
- Click above button to form homogeneous blocks (Fig. 11).  
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Figure 11. Formation of Homogeneous Blocks I. 

 
- It displays the images after formation of homogeneous blocks (Fig. 12).  

 

 
Figure 12. Formation of Homogeneous Blocks II. 

 
- Click the button to form colour quantization (Fig. 13).  

 

 
Figure 13. Colour Quantization I. 

 
- It shows the images with different gray levels and different colours (Fig. 14).  
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Figure 14. Colour Quantization II. 

 
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION  
 
 
5.1 Data Sets 
 
 

In this paper, the images were taken from the Mammogram Image Association Society 
(MIAS) Database [18]. In that database there a few sorts images which comprises cancer and 
ordinary images.  
 
 
5.2 Evaluation Criteria 
 
 

In this paper, we had an arbitrary image from the database and continue with the pre-
handling strategy to expel the undesirable territories. In the following part, we had executed 
Formation of homogeneous squares to lessen the many-sided quality of the composition and 
the quantization method will break the hues between the districts and guide the shading 
agreeing it insights.  

- For Image mdb025 
This was the ordinary image before pre-preparing. In the pre-preparing step it 

principally distinguishes the marks, pectoral muscle and decreases clamour in the image. As 
in the Fig. 15(a), there was no mark, so it will stay same as the past image in Fig. 15 (b) after 
pectoral removal.  

 

 
Figure 15. (a) Mammogram without label removal (b) Mammogram with label removal 
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After the label was expelled from the image, pectoral muscle was distinguished that 
was available at the right corner as shown in Fig.16(a) and it was evacuated in this 
progression. Beneath Fig. 16(b) find the distinction.  
 

 
Figure 16. (a) Pectoral muscle (b) Mammogram Image without Pectoral muscle.  

 
In the following stride, image was separated into homogeneous pieces as 2x2, 4x4 and 

8x8 (Fig.17 a, b, c). It help the variation from the norm to extend to the neighbouring region, 
which help to recognize the tumour regardless of the possibility that the anomaly was 
ordinary. In the underneath figures, we can watch the distinctions effortlessly.  
 

 
Figure 17. (a) Formation of 2x2 Block (b) Formation of 4x4 Block (c) Formation of 8x8 Block . 

 
In the following stride, the image was apportioned into a few districts, contingent on 

the conduct of the locale diverse shading will be distributed to it. Underneath ,Figure 18(a) 
help to distinguish the distinctive areas as various dim levels and the beneath second figure 
recognizes the diverse locales with various hues. In Fig. 18(b) white region has the most 
noteworthy power, so it was the tumour.  
 

 
Figure 18. (a) Colour Quantized Image (b) Colour Quantized Image with different colours . 
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6. RESULT ANALYSIS  
 
 

Result Analysis was done on the last image delivered by the application. Every image 
produces diverse compositions and surface will recognize the kind of the image. Surface 
elements contain both ordinary and strange areas. By utilizing gray level co-event network the 
components of the image was extricated. These networks were built utilizing a separation d 
(d=1 used to break down the composition) and in four distinct bearings where Θ as 0, 45, 90, 
135. From every one of the headings the composition data has broken down for both unusual 
and ordinary locale.  

These surface can examined by taking diverse elements in the GLCM networks. 
Among them, we had picked contrast, vitality, homogeneity and connection of the dim levels 
values. The complexity measures the measure of neighbourhood varieties present in an image, 
while vitality was the total of squared components in GLCM. Vitality may likewise be 
alluded as consistency or the rakish second minute. The homogeneity descriptor alludes to the 
closeness of the dispersion of components in GLCM to the GLCM inclining. Relationship 
measures the joint likelihood event of the predefined pixel sets.  

 
 

Table 1. Contrast Values for Benign, Malignant and Normal Images. 

 
 
In light of the last result of the images, table speaks to the distinctive estimations of 

the complexity for considerate threatening and ordinary images. In the table initial five 
qualities were for kind-hearted, next five qualities were for dangerous and the last five image 
qualities were for ordinary images. At 00 amiable image qualities were reaches from 
0.030471041 to 0.03809262, dangerous image qualities were extents from 0.028118891 to 
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0.043377322 and the ordinary image 0.029279692 to 0.055687928. So from these qualities, 
we can ready to legitimize that when the qualities were reaches between them can ready to 
distinguish the kind of the image. The underneath chart speaks to the qualities for every kind 
of the image (Fig. 19).  

 

 
Figure 19. Contrast Values for Benign, Malignant and Normal Image Graph  

 
Table 2. Energy Values for Benign, Malignant and Normal Images 

 
 
Taking into account the last result of the images, table speaks to the diverse 

estimations of the vitality for benevolent dangerous and typical images. In the table initial five 
qualities were for kind, next five qualities were for threatening and the last five image 
qualities were for ordinary images. At 00 generous image qualities were reaches from 
0.453105095 to 0.636232887, harmful image qualities were extents from 0.459998508 to 
0.653964973 and the typical image 0.386808148 to 0.688385256. So from these qualities, we 
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can ready to legitimize that when the qualities were reaches between them can ready to 
recognize the kind of the image. The underneath chart speaks to the qualities for every sort of 
the image (Fig. 20).  

 

 
Figure 20. Energy Values for Benign, Malignant and Normal Images Graph. 

 
 

Table 3. Homogeneity values for benign malignant and normal images  

 
 
Taking into account the last result of the images, table speaks to the diverse 

estimations of the vitality for kind threatening and typical images. In the table initial five 
qualities were for favourable, next five qualities were for harmful and the last five image 
qualities were for ordinary images. At 00 generous image qualities were reaches from 
0.994972024 to 0.996799268, threatening image qualities were extents from 0.994945167 to 
0.997063758 and the typical image 0.993412778 to 0.996371222. So from these qualities, we 
can ready to legitimize that when the qualities were extents between them can ready to 
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recognize the kind of the image. The underneath diagram speaks to the qualities for every 
kind of the image (Fig. 21). 

 

 
Figure 21. Homogeneity Values for Benign, Malignant and Normal Images Graph. 

 
Table 4. Correlation values for benign malignant and normal images  

 
 
Taking into account the last result of the images, table speaks to the distinctive 

estimations of the vitality for benevolent threatening and typical images. In the table initial 
five qualities were for amiable, next five qualities were for threatening and the last five image 
qualities were for ordinary images. At 00 considerate image qualities were reaches from 
0.994717158 to 0.996553827, threatening image qualities were extents from 0.994017669 to 
0.995694992 and the typical image 0.992788096 to 0.995861395. So from these qualities, we 
can ready to legitimize that when the qualities were extents between them can ready to 
distinguish the sort of the image. The beneath diagram speaks to the qualities for every sort of 
the image (Fig. 22).  
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Figure 22. Correlation values for benign malignant and normal images . 

 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS  
 
 

It is extremely hard to choose who has a breast cancer and who has a non-cancerous 
breast condition. Mammography was the most ideal path for diagnosing the breast cancer. 
Improvement in innovation prompted the advancement of PC supported frameworks for 
identifying breast cancer. The dominant part concentrates on either empowering 
mammography to look at and analyse cases, or giving image chronicles that serve as reference 
material. In this paper, we concentrated basically on the determination part. In future, we may 
broaden my work for executing the grouping strategy.  
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